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College News

U.S. News Declares Supply Chain Chair #1 Again
For the fourth straight year, through a major study of the supply chain management and logistics field, U.S. News & World Report has named the Broad College of Business at Cal State Long Beach as the top ranked program in the world. U.S. News & World Report recently released its annual listing of undergraduate programs. The ranking is based on a survey of accredited business programs in the U.S. and abroad, including academic reputation, faculty resources, student selectivity, and financial resources.
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Another Successful CaGEL Event
The 2013 CaGEL Seminar Series at the Broad College of Business is now underway. CaGEL is a research network across 21 major journals in economics as well as North America, for which Broad faculty and graduate students actively participate to receive top-notch research opportunities. CaGEL’s success is due to faculty and student collaboration, with high quality paper and excellent data. No capstone thesis review paper comes easy. To date, CaGEL members have submitted 21 papers to CaGEL journals, which is a remarkable achievement. CaGEL is one of the most successful seminars.
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Career Center: October Events

October 5 - "The Amazing New York City Job Market" with career advisor, Jodi Barish. Students will learn about the New York City job market and how it relates to the career exploration process, as well as tips on how to make the most of the job market.

October 8 - "The Amazing New York City Job Market" with career advisor, Jodi Barish. Students will learn about the New York City job market and how it relates to the career exploration process, as well as tips on how to make the most of the job market.

October 10 - "The Amazing New York City Job Market" with career advisor, Jodi Barish. Students will learn about the New York City job market and how it relates to the career exploration process, as well as tips on how to make the most of the job market.

October 15 - "The Amazing New York City Job Market" with career advisor, Jodi Barish. Students will learn about the New York City job market and how it relates to the career exploration process, as well as tips on how to make the most of the job market.

October 17 - "The Amazing New York City Job Market" with career advisor, Jodi Barish. Students will learn about the New York City job market and how it relates to the career exploration process, as well as tips on how to make the most of the job market.

October 24 - "The Amazing New York City Job Market" with career advisor, Jodi Barish. Students will learn about the New York City job market and how it relates to the career exploration process, as well as tips on how to make the most of the job market.

October 29 - "The Amazing New York City Job Market" with career advisor, Jodi Barish. Students will learn about the New York City job market and how it relates to the career exploration process, as well as tips on how to make the most of the job market.

October 30 - "The Amazing New York City Job Market" with career advisor, Jodi Barish. Students will learn about the New York City job market and how it relates to the career exploration process, as well as tips on how to make the most of the job market.

October 31 - "The Amazing New York City Job Market" with career advisor, Jodi Barish. Students will learn about the New York City job market and how it relates to the career exploration process, as well as tips on how to make the most of the job market.

November 4 - "The Amazing New York City Job Market" with career advisor, Jodi Barish. Students will learn about the New York City job market and how it relates to the career exploration process, as well as tips on how to make the most of the job market.

November 7 - "The Amazing New York City Job Market" with career advisor, Jodi Barish. Students will learn about the New York City job market and how it relates to the career exploration process, as well as tips on how to make the most of the job market.

November 8 - "The Amazing New York City Job Market" with career advisor, Jodi Barish. Students will learn about the New York City job market and how it relates to the career exploration process, as well as tips on how to make the most of the job market.

November 14 - "The Amazing New York City Job Market" with career advisor, Jodi Barish. Students will learn about the New York City job market and how it relates to the career exploration process, as well as tips on how to make the most of the job market.

November 15 - "The Amazing New York City Job Market" with career advisor, Jodi Barish. Students will learn about the New York City job market and how it relates to the career exploration process, as well as tips on how to make the most of the job market.

November 16 - "The Amazing New York City Job Market" with career advisor, Jodi Barish. Students will learn about the New York City job market and how it relates to the career exploration process, as well as tips on how to make the most of the job market.

November 19 - "The Amazing New York City Job Market" with career advisor, Jodi Barish. Students will learn about the New York City job market and how it relates to the career exploration process, as well as tips on how to make the most of the job market.

November 21 - "The Amazing New York City Job Market" with career advisor, Jodi Barish. Students will learn about the New York City job market and how it relates to the career exploration process, as well as tips on how to make the most of the job market.

November 26 - "The Amazing New York City Job Market" with career advisor, Jodi Barish. Students will learn about the New York City job market and how it relates to the career exploration process, as well as tips on how to make the most of the job market.

November 27 - "The Amazing New York City Job Market" with career advisor, Jodi Barish. Students will learn about the New York City job market and how it relates to the career exploration process, as well as tips on how to make the most of the job market.

November 28 - "The Amazing New York City Job Market" with career advisor, Jodi Barish. Students will learn about the New York City job market and how it relates to the career exploration process, as well as tips on how to make the most of the job market.

November 29 - "The Amazing New York City Job Market" with career advisor, Jodi Barish. Students will learn about the New York City job market and how it relates to the career exploration process, as well as tips on how to make the most of the job market.

November 30 - "The Amazing New York City Job Market" with career advisor, Jodi Barish. Students will learn about the New York City job market and how it relates to the career exploration process, as well as tips on how to make the most of the job market.